Any time our government wants to get involved in the control of utility pricing, I get nervous. Remember, our government made a conscious decision to not build more refineries and or nuculor power generating stations a long time ago. As the cost of homeowners and big business to purchase solar power operating system grows down, the electric power generating companies are concerned that if enough entities do this, the total revenue received from these entities will have a serious impact on the money they need to stay in business.

I can see it now. The power companies will almost insure that the profit margin for purchasing and maintaining a privately owned system versus 100% reliance on the standard APS, SRP ect sources of electric power will not be worth the cost.

Already APS and SRP want its customers to DONATE money to use alternative power they generate. To me this is not rocket science and this senerio will only digress to advantage power company.

Thank you reading this emails, VR John Steidley
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